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Taking ergonomics and user convenience to  

new heights 

Big Org@Tower from Hettich 

 

The tried and proven Big Org@Tower stationary pedestal in 

high-rise format is now also available for wooden drawers. 

This broadens Hettich's product line-up for the increasingly 

popular bench workstation.  

 

The stationary pedestal in high-rise format is the first modular sys-

tem for benches. Working on the same principle as a larder unit, it 

opens up its entire storage space in one easy movement. The 

BigOrg@Tower is an intelligent piece of furniture both from a prac-

tical aspect as well as in terms of planning as it provides access to 

contents from both sides. This not only makes efficient use of the 

space inside but also means that storage can be tailored to suit 

individual needs. The popular method of filing can be combined 

with the practical nature of drawers. 

 

Extending the range with the Quadro runners developed specifi-

cally for the Big Org@Tower caters to the trend towards more 

homeliness in the office. Designed to carry loads of up to 75 kg or 

130 kg, the runners are predestined for use with wooden drawers. 

They attach to the carcase side or, in the case of the higher load-

ing category, to the unit's bottom panel and are complemented by 

top runners and rollers for safe, secure opening.  

 

In addition to this, the Big Org@Tower is available on the basis of 

the high-quality Systema Top 2000 organiser system. Steel draw-

ers and special organisational elements provide the capability of 
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storing binders and work material in line in personal preferences 

while optimising the process of filing away and retrieving docu-

ments. 

 

 

The following picture material is available for downloading from 

www.hettich.com: 

      

  

The BigOrg@Tower as a stationary ped-
estal in high-rise format opens up all of 
the usable storage space in one easy 
movement. At the same time, it also 
serves as a divider between two work-
stations. Photo: Hettich 

 

 
 
Quadro runners with a loading capacity 
of up to 75 or 130 kg now also permit the 
use of wooden drawers in the  
Big Org@Tower. Photo: Hettich 


